The Full-Time MBA Class of 2022 supported a "your gift, your choice" model, allowing students to direct their contributions to the areas they care most about at the school. Students contributed to 16 different funds including but not limited to: Tepper Clubs, Consortium Scholarship, MBA Fellowships, the Community and Inclusion Fund, and the Tepper School Annual Fund.

RESULTS

50% participation

$3,027 contributed by the class
2 WLMS Members and Recurring Gifts

70 DONORS

$9,835 total raised including matching dollars for Giving Tuesday and from the Tepper Alumni Board

THANK YOU

to the Co-Chairs: Katterin White and Bryan Wright
and the Class Gift Committee: Adam Boucek, Kara Buggy, Brian Farrell, Jonathan Graber, Robert Miller, Chirag Mishra, Alex Salesi, Rob Spicer, Caleb Stotz, Taylor Tear, Shiyang Wang, Cameron Wright